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FINANCIAL REVIEW

Results of Operation

For the financial year 2001, turnover of the Group was HK$1,017 million,

representing a decrease of 18% from the previous year. This was mainly

attributable to the continuous fall in the tariff rates of the international

telecommunications services, which pulled down the total revenue,

despite that the annual outgoing traffic volume has increased by 15% to

580 million minutes and there was a significant increase in revenue from

the provision of fixed network services.
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2001  2000

�� !"#$%&'( Year ended 31 August �� ==HK$’000 �� ==HK$’000

�� REVENUES

�� !"# International telecommunications services 861,338 1,119,148

�� !"#$% Fixed telecommunications network services 154,262 109,019

�� !"#$%&'()* Internet content and e-commerce services 1,034 5,960

1,016,634 1,234,127

�� !"#$%&'()*+ Operating profit / (loss) before 28,082 (155,295)

�� !"#$%��=�� gain on dilution of a subsidiary

�� !"#$%&'()*' Gain on dilution of interest in a subsidiary – 185,811

�� Net interest 30,896 25,629

�� !" Profit before tax 58,978 56,145

�� Tax 18,775 1,202

�� !" Profit after tax 40,203 54,943

�� !"# Minority interests 13,724 15,058

�� !"# Profit attributable to shareholders 53,927 70,001
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Going forward, efficiency is key and
will underlie the way we do things in future.

The international telecommunications services continued to be our main

revenue driver. During the year, the international telecommunications

services generated a turnover of HK$861 million, contributing to over

80% of our total turnover. The fixed network services contributed

HK$154 million in sales, representing a 42% increase from last year.

This growth came mainly from the larger broadband Internet access

subscribers base built during the year. The Group is confident that the

growth in turnover from this service will continue. The contents and

e-commerce services have been scaled down during the year resulting

in an insignificant amount of revenue being recorded.

As a consequence of our success in securing low cost traffic capacity,

the gross profit margin of the Group’s IDD business has been maintained

at a satisfactory level. This has been a major achievement in the past

year, which demonstrated our success in controlling costs and the

improved cost base will allow us to run a healthy business going forward.

The fixed network services began to generate gross profit and a margin

of over 50% was recorded for the year. This was a direct benefit from the

use of the Group’s owned network and infrastructure gradually instead

of relying on leased capacity.

Efficiency is the key driver of the Group’s bottom line, and it remains a

high priority. The Group has continued to implement effective cost control

measures. Overall, operating costs excluding the network costs were

down by 18%. A major area of saving was advertising and marketing.

The Group has used lesser television advertising, relying instead on direct

marketing such as telesales or street level promoters to increase the

efficiency of marketing results.

International telecommunications services remained our largest profit

generating business, contributing HK$117 million in operating profit.

This has increased more than two folds as compared to last year, and is

the highest record of the Group. The fixed network services recorded an

operating loss of HK$78 million, greatly improved from the loss of

HK$176 million recorded in the previous year before accounting for the

gain on dilution of a subsidiary, attributable to the success in expanding

subscribers base and implementing cost control measures.
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Overall, our operating results remarkably improved to record a profit of

HK$28 million as compared to a loss of HK$155 million before accounting

for the gain on dilution of a subsidiary, representing a massive

turnaround.

Although the profit attributable to shareholders seemed to have dropped

by 23% to HK$54 million, this result was in fact a turnaround from the

loss of HK$116 million for last year if the HK$186 million gain on dilution

of interest in a subsidiary is excluded.

BUSINESS REVIEW

International Telecommunications Services

Hong Kong’s entire outgoing IDD market had experienced very rapid

growth in the past ten years and it is expected that such growth rate will

not be continued and the market has entered into a moderate growth

phase.  In spite of this, the Group still enjoyed a satisfactory growth in

its IDD business last year thanks to its high quality services, competitive

pricing, and long established customer base. The Group handled a total

of 580 million outgoing call minutes, a 15% increase from the previous

year, which is above the industry growth rate. The Group now accounts

for over 20% of the Hong Kong outgoing IDD market, having risen from

16% at the beginning of the year. Our major IDD market remained to be

China, representing over 50% of total traffic volume, followed by US and

Canada.

The past year saw the calling rates hovering at a very low level. To win in

this business, operators need to secure traffic capacity at an even lower

price. During the course of the past 12 months, the average calling rates

of the Group dropped 33%. This was matched, to our satisfaction, by an

even larger decrease of our costs of traffic by 44%. Together with an

improvement of operating efficiency, this culminated into a net gain and

an operating profit margin of 14%. Meanwhile, the WTO entry of the PRC

will lead to a more open telecommunications market, bringing down

further the cost of traffic to and from China. This will bode well for the

Group’s costs of operation.
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While competition in the IDD market is severe for existing players, on

the brighter side, this precludes new operators from entering the market,

and smaller operators would be crowded out, as is the case in the past

year.  Nonetheless, competitive pressures will not be eased. Realising

that IDD customers can switch providers very easily, the Group adopts a

strategy that attracts customers with aggressive pricing and then retains

them with superior service offerings and cross promotions with Internet

and broadband services. On the other hand, the Group has focused on

developing higher margin products to enlarge the revenue base. For

example, mobile roaming services and prepaid cards have been launched

to attract customers of different usage patterns.

Fixed Network Services

Dial-up Internet Access Services

Like the market for IDD, Internet access business has seen dramatic

expansion and aggressive competition. The saturated market and the older

technology have left this end of the online market rather stagnant. The

Group now has about 100,000 users on paying scheme. This generated a

positive cash inflow and reduced the amount of subsidies we had to make.

The Group’s strategy for the Internet services going forward however is to

concentrate on the Broadband where the growth potential lies.

Wireless Fixed Network Services

One of the major achievements of the Group has been the rapid increase

in wireless fixed network coverage, through our subsidiary Hong Kong

Broadband Network Limited (“HKBN”). The fast growth of coverage can

be attributed to three factors: active government support in facilitating

our entry to buildings; our breakthrough in gaining access to large housing

estates developed by private developers, and our quick penetration in large

public housing estates managed by the Housing Authority.

It is estimated that by the end of calendar year 2001, the Group’s wireless

fixed network will span over 2,000 buildings around the Hong Kong

territory, consisted of around 290 commercial buildings, 300 universities

and educational institutes buildings and 1,430 residential buildings. The

total number of home pass is expected to reach 500,000. This will put

the Group firmly in the number two position following PCCW as a fixed

network operator providing in-building blockwiring telecommunications

access via copper-wire connectivity in the residential market.  The Group

plans to increase its home pass coverage to reach 1.2 million by the end

of 2002. Currently, the Group has over 30,000 broadband users.
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With this infrastructure, the Group can offer an array of unique services

such as local telephony service, broadband Internet access, video-on-

demand and pay-TV services. The Group sees the fixed network as a

new and exciting part of the Group’s operations that could expand

operating revenue and position it as a cutting edge provider of innovative

telecommunications services.

CONTENT AND E-COMMERCE SERVICES

The Group has scaled down its involvement in providing content and

e-Commerce services as of financial yearend 2001 in view of market

situation. There will be no further drain to the Group’s resources from

this business.

PROSPECTS

The Group’s business prospects look bright despite the difficult economic

environment anticipated for 2002.

With its leading market position and ability to obtain low cost traffic, the

Group is confident that the IDD business will sustain its trend of

profitability. The two undersea cables, APCN2 and Japan-US, which the

Group invests in, will be completed and ready for use in 2002, further

lowering its cost base.

The Group sees exciting opportunities coming from the local fixed

network services. With further drive to liberalization, the Government

will allow more local fixed line network operators in year 2003.  With its

heavy investment in building the existing network and technical

expertise, the Group will be a strong contender to obtain the fixed line

licence, which will allow the Group to fully participate in the market.

The Group intends to migrate its existing wireless licence to a wired one

and to integrate all buildings that have been installed with its in-building

blockwiring access within its wired and wireless network for reception

of a wider array of telecommunications services.

In addition, the Group has planned to offer voice services via its

infrastructure in 2002 which will offer the Group with yet another stream

of revenue.

Going forward, efficiency is key and will underlie the way we do things in

future.  We will strive to achieve efficiency in operation and costs, without,

of course, compromising services and quality. Only this will we maximize

returns to our bottom line.
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The Group weathered the last regional downturn and endeavour to

maintain our current progress and keep our competitive advantages.

This will allow the Group to become stronger and better, one that values

efficiency, makes a profit and achieves ever-greater shareholder value.

EXCHANGE RATES

During the year, the Group was not affected to any significant extent by

fluctuations in exchange rates.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

As at 31 August 2001, the Group had cash and bank balances of

approximately HK$514 million with a low debt level. Capital expenditure

was HK$221 million for the year, of which HK$145 million was for

building the fixed network in Hong Kong. HK$62 million was spent on

enhancing the international telecommunications facilities.

These installation and enhancement will require ongoing capital

expenditure which will be met by internal reserves.

EMPLOYEE REMUNERATION

As at the end of financial year 2001, the Group had 851 staff and the

total staff-related cost for the year was HK$149 million. The Group

provides remuneration package consisting of basic salary, bonus and

other benefits. Bonus payments are discretionary and dependent on both

the Group’s and individual performances. The Group also provides

comprehensive medical coverage, competitive retirement benefits

schemes, and operates an Employee Share Option Scheme.

The Group is committed to improving its service quality. To this end, we

are actively recruiting qualified personnel. Through strengthening the

pool of expertise, especially in the field of engineering, the Group will

achieve better efficiency in its planning of the infrastructure, enjoy

shorter construction time, deliver better services and improve profit

making ability. The Group also endeavors to keep the technical

knowledge of our IT staff up to date by providing both in-house, on-the-

job and professional training opportunities. In the past year, the Group

has sponsored a total of 22 employees for attendance of professional IT

training courses.
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